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Discussion

Throughout the programme emphasis was placed on the use of
foods which were available locally, so that the menus could be
continued at home. In the ward it was essential to obtain rapid
observable results.

Scientific evaluation of the programme proved difficult in this
setting. We used W.H.O. charts of height and weight for
assessment, but they were of little assistance, as we seldom
knew the child's date of birth, and dental assessments were
found to be inaccurate. However, the children rapidly gained
weight, an average of 300-400 g per week among the toddlers.
Though the scale-reading meant little to the mothers, the
increase in the child's size was readily apparent. Generally
after four weeks in the unit the mid-arm circumference would
start to increase and we discharged the child. Even if we did
not, the mothers, feeling the pull of remaining children and the
need to check on wayward husbands and tend their gardens,
would leave of their own accord after one month. By this time
a child would expect frequent meals and pester his mother for
food. We hoped this would continue at home.

Conventional follow-up studies also proved impossible, but
long-term results were seen in subtle ways, such as the increased
production of beans in the markets. When a mother returns to
the village, the other women gather round, examining the child
and demanding details of treatment. For a few moments she
is the focus of attention, and she delightedly tells them with
expressive gesticulations. Women subsequently admitted would
repeat the descriptions to us. This evidence of communication
was most encouraging. So too was the occasion when a village
councillor brought a malnourished child and asked if we could
repeat the treatment we had given to another in the village.
Throughout the programme the importance of communicat-

ing with the whole community was stressed. Teachers, commu-
nity health workers, and missionaries were encouraged to visit.

We hoped that the elements of nutrition and hygiene might be
gleaned by involving other people such as the high-school
boys who painted the boards.

This simple scheme proved remarkably successful in com-
bating malnutrition. The diet used foods which were available
in the district, so it is unlikely that it could be used in exactly
the same form in a different locality. But the scheme is presented
for the ideas which led to the development of the regimen, as
these can be applied to any group suffering from malnutrition.

This programme was devised with the assistance of Sister Mary-
Rose Wilson and with encouragement from Dr. John Rooney and
Sister Barbara Mole.
The help of Mr. Frank Townshend, of Arnott Brockhoff Guest

Pty. Ltd., during the preparation of this article is gratefully acknow-
ledged.

I am particularly grateful to Dr. Robyn Young for her continuous
enthusiasm and help.
Address for reprints: White Lodge, Hartley Wintney, Hants.
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Conversations with Consultants

Miss Nightingale has Fled
FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

British Medical Journal, 1975, 2, 267-268

"I turned to ask sister a question during my regular ward
round and she had gone-off duty, I was told." Thus was this
physician, his formative professional years spent among nurses
of the Nightingale mould, abruptly reminded that an era had
ended. Continuity of patient care, as epitomized by the
ubiquitous sister, had, in his eyes, been fractured beyond repair.
Nursing standards as such are still reasonable, he thought,

vastly better, for example, than the nursing he had experienced
when working in North America during the mid-sixties. But
Miss Nightingale had fled and the long admired dedication had
vanished with her. His four colleagues round the table agreed.
Though the pleasant provincial town in which they worked had
barely been touched by the union militancy endemic in city
hospitals, medical as well as nursing traditions had changed.
There was general consent among the group to the verdict
that while the younger doctors were good, competent pro-
fessionals on duty, when they were off, they were off.
The radiologist, appointed recently from a London teaching

hospital, wondered whether the extra duty scheme had influ-
enced junior attitudes. As a senior registrar he had noticed
friction among the training staff in different specialties and some
of those in the "have not" specialties had become a little dis-
gruntled. But he did not criticize the juniors' take home pay-
indeed no one present thought their pay too high taking account
of the hours worked and outside comparisons. "I would almost
certainly have no S.H.O.," added the E.N.T. surgeon, "were it
not for the extra duty scheme. My present S.H.O. has received
about £100 from this source every six weeks." The local
hospitals had pioneered married accommodation for training
staff and on the whole there seemed no great difficulty in
recruiting doctors, many of them home grown, and there was
praise for the quality of the women.

Sandwich Generation

The physician was outspoken in stating that consultants were
badly underpaid in comparison with the training grades. In his
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early forties, he described himself as the sandwich generation:
as a registrar he had worked long hours for mediocre pay and
slow promotion sustained by the thought of a consultant post.
On reaching the pinnacle he had found a distinctly chillier
environment than his father-a consultant surgeon-had
practised in. "I am doing more work than my predecessor," he
said resignedly, "with less support and for much less reward."
Yet he was not bitter, just disillusioned at the threats to his
professional independence that had emerged during the con-
sultants' dispute. He admitted to a still comfortable living
standard-"though my children will never be educated pri-
vately"; he had time for his weekly golf game; and he was
rarely disturbed by night calls.

Overtime payments-in any form-for consultants were
anathema to him and to his geriatrician colleague. But mightn't
this view be just a reflection of their low call out rate ? No: a
closed contract would mean the loss of the invaluable freedom
to decide how to conduct their work. If their work could best be
done by arranging a quiet morning and a busy evening they
wished to be free to do so-that was the stamp of a professional
man. Any idea of a 9-to-5 clocked-in working day was totally
unacceptable: they wanted the present flexible contract with an
adequate price tag.

Work Load

The surgeons, while equally opposed to the 9-to-5 concept,
were less dogmatic about overtime. Though not unanimous
about how it might be arranged they wanted some financial
recognition of their heavy work load. Both worked at least 11
sessions for their maximum part-time contract. The E.N.T.
surgeon, for instance, normally took part in a cross-covering
arrangement with a hospital 40 minutes' drive away but in
effect was on permanent call. "You can't," he said, "really
expect a colleague to spend 80 minutes in his car for a nose
bleed that I can deal with in a few minutes." Despite their heavy
N.H.S. commitments they-like most of the local surgeons-
saw private patients. Exploratory talks had started about setting
up new private facilities in the area outside the N.H.S.

Conversation turned to the work to contract. Admitting that it
had made little difference to them, the physicians pointed out
that in general they had only worked nine sessions before the
dispute had started. Both had extensive committee responsibili-
ties but they doubted whether their out of hours clinical work,
excluding domiciliaries, had amounted to an extra session. By
contrast the surgeons had cut their work sharply. "I see four
new patients a clinic whereas last year," the general surgeon
recalled, "I placed no limit on how many I saw and it was often
12 or more." The E.N.T. surgeon had been prepared to finish
the morning outpatient clinic at 1.45 p.m., snatch a 10-minute
lunch, and then start in the theatre. "I won't do that now-and
I doubt whether I shall ever return to it again."

Emigration

The physician was not yet so disenchanted that he wanted to
emigrate. "Had I known how the N.H.S. was going to develop
I would have stayed in the United States in 1965. But I won't
go back now." The surgeon, however, was thinking of going to
France or possibly further afield if private practice ever stopped
in the N.H.S. Asked whether he would go abroad the radiologist
replied, "I am already abroad: I've taken out British citizenship
and am content to stay." The relaxed laughter that followed
supported a claim by the geriatrician that the consultants in the
local hospitals were a congenial coUection who all co-operated
admirably, with few of the tensions and rivalries of the teaching
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hospitals. The absence of any "tin god" aspirations among senior
staff had, in the physician's view, contributed to the survival of
good relations with all hospital staff. So they were quite happy
to be working away from London or the other connurbations
with their deteriorating relationships.

Decade Out of Date

Did the radiologist wish he had got a post at his teaching
hospital? "I could not have afforded to live in London as a
consultant," he replied, "but here I can run a decent sized
house." He was, however, disappointed in his department's
equipment, which he criticized as being 10 years out of date.
"At my selection interview I was promised new machinery
within a few months-after a year nothing has happened."
Commenting that improvements always had to be fought for,
the geriatrician had a light in his eye that suggested he probably
enjoyed such battles. "Newly-appointed consultants always
think their facilities are a decade behind the times, that is why
they are an asset to the hospital. They have the energy and the
latest knowledge to galvanize an out-of-date department." The
radiologist seemed less than convinced. Clearly, he had found
his department short of what he regarded as standard equipment
and the acute money shortage had set back his chances of
improving it.

Economic Squeeze

Had they suffered badly from the economic squeeze ? Apparently
before 1974 the town's hospitals had been fortunate in their
management committees and much had been achieved in
making things better. Perhaps, said the geriatrician, they had
been too successful in making do with existing sites and build-
ings. The hospitals of a neighbouring town had suffered from
poor management and things had become so bad that the
regional hospital board had built them a district general
hospital. "Our new hospital, which we badly need to deal with
an expanding population, will not come in our professional life
times."
As in most hospitals beds here had been shut in recent weeks

because of the shortage of nurses; their extra holidays had
caused more havoc than the consultants' dispute. All the groups
agreed that the biggest limitation now on the extent and quality
of the hospital service was the number of nurses available. Beds
in a hospital were irrelevant unless there were nurses to service
them. One of the physicians, however, was less critical than
most senior doctors have been about the effects of the Salmon
reform. As had occurred even more severely in the social
services, he observed, there had been insufficient nurses of
quality to fulfill the Health Service's administrative and clinical
needs. But the shortcomings of Salmon were transitional and
he was optimistic that the right balance of competent nursing
administrators and skilled bedside nurses would eventually be
achieved. If availability of nurses was used as a yardstick for
planning instead of bed numbers, he expected that a more
effective hospital service would be the result.

"I may have been naive," said one of the group over coffee,
"but during my years in the N.H.S. I have seen it as a personal
responsibility to keep my part of it going at a high standard at
whatever cost to me. I won't pretend that I have liked the con-
sultants' collective behaviour in recent weeks: I don't. But this
dispute has brought home to me that the responsibility for
keeping the N.H.S. running at a decent standard belongs firmly
with the politicians. I shall never again feel such a personal
responsibility for the Service." As they departed for their
afternoon sessions the others murmured their assent.
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